
Casablanca Ragdolls Sale Contract 
www.casablancaragdolls.com | myrags1703@gmail.com 

Date of Sale:________________  
Seller:_____________________________________ Address:_____________________________________ 
Phone:_____________________________________ 
 
Buyer: _____________________________________ Address:____________________________________ 
Phone:______________________________________ 

Description of Kitten: 

Breed:___________________________Color/Pattern:____________________________Sex:_______ 

Date of Birth:_____________________ Sire:____________________ Dam: :____________________ 

This kitten is purchased for Pet for the amount of $_____________ 

Vaccinations and Exams: ________________________________________________________ 
Next Vaccination Due: __________________ 

Kitten is being fed: _____________________________________________________________ 
 

Casablanca Ragdolls is a small cattery registered with The International Cat Association (TICA)  

Terms of the Sale 
 
Upon signing the contract, the Seller and the Buyer agree to the below terms:  

 
Kittens sold from the Seller are guaranteed to be healthy and well to the best of the breeder’s knowledge. The health of the  
kitten is guaranteed for 72 hours against no known disease, illness, congenital or hereditary condition that negatively 
impact the health of the kitten at the time of sale. The guaranteed health does not include upper respiratory infection, 
viruses, URI’s, FIP, internal and external parasites or bacterial infections and FELV/FIV, as these can be contracted after 
leaving cattery and are not due to genetics or breeding. It is important to note that kittens can become stressed from a new 
environment and show signs of this through sneezing, runny nose, watery eyes, loose stool or constipation. These 
symptoms should resolve within a few days once the kitten becomes comfortable in the new environment. 

The kitten must be brought to a certified veterinarian during the first 72 hours (3 days) for a full health 

examination. If the Buyer fails to bring the kitten to a certified veterinarian during the first 72 hours of receiving the 
kitten, the one year health guarantee is void. If any injury or illness should occur during the first 72 hours of receiving 
the kitten, the Seller will take the kitten back with documentation from a certified veterinarian. Medical and travel 
expenses will not be reimbursed. 
The kitten must be kept away from other pet(s) or animals during the first 72 hours of receiving the kitten to monitor 
eating habits, activity level, usage of the litterbox and health/wellness.  

If the kitten is exposed to other pet(s) or animals during the first 72 hours of receiving the kitten and the other pet(s) or 
animal becomes injured or sick, the Seller is not responsible. 
The Seller agrees to provide kitten with all age appropriate vaccinations and worming. A copy of vaccinations and 
worming records will be provided to the Buyer when the kitten is delivered. 
The FVRCP modified live virus vaccination was completed on __________________ for the kitten being purchased. This 
vaccine is a preventative against Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis, Calicivirus and Panleukopenia. Ragdoll kittens are sensitive 
to vaccines and should not be vaccinated with “live virus” vaccines. Kittens should  only be vaccinated with “killed virus” 

or “modified live-virus”. The Buyer agrees to the kitten being vaccinated with “killed virus” or “modified live-

virus” and will not have the vaccines and rabies completed at the same time, as death may occur.  

The Seller is not responsible for any adverse reaction the kitten might have with future vaccinations. 

If you’ve adopted another cat(s) from a shelter, pet store or a stray whom the kitten will be exposed to, it is very important 
to make sure the cat(s) are properly vaccinated. These cats can carry corona virus and/or feline leukemia, even if they do 
not show any symptoms of illness. A kitten’s immune system is vulnerable and is not fully developed to fight off viruses 
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or illnesses that could be transferred from other cats, resulting in death. It is highly suggested that any cat the kitten will 
be exposed to have all vaccinations completed beforehand. 
If the kitten becomes ill and dies within the first year of life due to inheriting a genetic issue, the Seller should be notified. 
A necropsy from a certified veterinarian will need to be completed and provided to the Seller. Vet bills will not be 

reimbursed. The kitten will be replaced by the Seller with one of equal quality when another kitten becomes available. 
The Seller will try to match a kitten that is of similar pattern/color and sex but is not guaranteed. 
Casablanca Ragdolls are indoor cats and highly discourage being declawed. It is recommended that a cat scratching post is 
available to the kitten to limit scratching on furniture, carpet, etc. If the kitten is declawed, the health guarantee will 

void. The kitten must be kept inside, unable to roam freely outside to help prevent exposure to diseases, fleas, ticks and 
parasites. 
The Seller wants each kitten to be given to forever homes, prohibiting kittens from being sold to pet stores, leased to 
another owner, given to laboratory for research or given to breeding mills or any other related facility. If the Buyer cannot 

keep the kitten, the kitten cannot be returned to the Seller as Casablanca Ragdolls strictly sticks to being a small cattery. 
The Seller agrees to assist the Buyer in rehoming the kitten. If the kitten is rehomed, the health guarantee is void. 

The Buyer agrees to have unaltered kitten spayed or neutered before the kitten becomes 6 months old. The Seller 

will hold the TICA registration until proof is provided that the kitten has been spayed or neutered. If the Buyer 

does not provide this documentation for the kitten being spayed or neutered before the kitten reaches 7 months 

old, the TICA registration will be eliminated and the health guarantee will be revoked. The Seller may begin legal 

actions against the Buyer if it is discovered that the Buyer is breeding a Casablanca Ragdolls kitten without 

purchasing breeding right. Legal actions will be taken within the county and state of the Sellers residence. 

___________________________________________ 

The Seller will try to give a detailed description of the kitten’s personality before purchasing but cannot guarantee the 
kittens personality in the future. The Seller cannot guarantee the coat, color, pattern or eye color of the kitten. If the kitten 

is discovered to have allergies, it is not covered with this contract. 

 

I agree to the above contract, 
 

Signature of Seller: 

X________________________________ Date:______________ 

Signature of Buyer: 

X________________________________ Date:______________ 

 


